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In a recent paper [1], the author divided the semi-special permutations on [n] that are
not linear into two classes. The first class consists of the semi-special permutations which, for
all possible values of s, have s as a principal number and which induce modulo s the identity
permutation. The second class consists of all the semi-special permutations, with principal
number s, which induce modulo s linear permutations other than the identity, where again s
takes all its possible values.

Further, it was shown that no two permutations of the same class (though with different
values of the parameter s) can be identical [1, Theorem 3]. I t was also shown that, under
certain conditions, a permutation of the first class may be identical with a permutation of the
second class [1, Theorem 4]. This fact raised a question of some interest, namely, whether one
of the classes is perhaps a subclass of the other. The answer to this question is, in a few cases,
affirmative.

However, in some cases there exists one and only one class of such permutations. For
example, if n = 2p, where p is an odd prime, the non-linear semi-special permutations on [2/j]
are of the form

77 (2x) = 2x, 7T (2a; + 1) = 2x + 1 + 2A (mod 2^;),

where A is prime to p [2, Theorem 4.1]. It is evident that, in this case, the permutations just
described constitute only one class, namely, the first class, and the second class is in fact empty.

Furthermore, if n=p2, where p is an odd prime, the non-linear semi-special permutations
on [p2] are of the form

TTX H= tx+pfix(x - 1) (mod^2),

with t^l (modp), where t and ft are both prime to p and are chosen such that u -fiht^1 is
also prime to p, h being the order of t modulo p, and u defined modulo p by th s 1 + up (mod p2)
[2, Theorem 4.2]. These permutations constitute again one class, namely, the second class.
In this case, the first class is empty.

Nevertheless, if n =p3 or p*, where p is an odd prime, the two classes do exist, but the first
class is actually a subclass of the second [3, Theorems 8 and 9]. I t is, however, interesting to
see whether this fact remains true for higher powers of p. This is the main object of this note.

In the following paragraph, we collect the notations and results we require here.

1. Notations and Miscellaneous Results.
In an earlier paper [2], it was shown that if TT be a non-linear semi-special permutation on

[n] with principal number s, then it is either of the form

TTX = X+SX(1+OJ + ... +a>x-1) (modn), (1)

or of the form
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TTI = t, TTX = tx + sR^ix-ijd*-1 (mod n) (x^2) (2)
i=l

where t^\ (mod s), according as the permutation induced by n modulo s is the identity
permutation or is not. The parameters A, co, t, R and 6 are to be chosen in the proper way
[2, Theorems 3.1 and 3.10].

We remark that, when n is given, the permutation n defined by (1) depends on three para-
meters, namely s, A and co, and is denoted by TT(S ; A, co). Furthermore, the permutation n
defined by (2) depends on four parameters, namely s, t, R and 8, and may therefore be denoted
by -n (s ; t, R, 8). I t should be noted that the parameters s and t are to be determined modulo n,
while the parameters A, co, R and 8 are to be determined modulo N, where N =n/s.

THEOREM 1. With the above notation, TT(S ; A, co) —TT(S' ; /,, R, 6) if and only if

s'=ks,t=l+Xs (mod n); (3)

RSB A ( " ' ~ 1 ) , 0 ^ « , (mod iV') [* = (co- 1, N),N = - , N'--,=?f\; (4)

Xb I, , , th-l\ . . ..,
u-i— \ht"~x —} is prime to N ; (5)

s \ t-\) '
wfc(l+As)-AA(l+wfct) = 0 (modiV), (6)

tuhere h is the order of t modulo s' and u is defined modulo N' by th = 1 +us' (mod n), and where
[1, Theorem 4]

b = ^ = i ' i ; 1 (s-i)co'-1 (mod N').

Note. I t should be pointed out that conditions (5) and (6) are in fact the necessary and
sufficient conditions for the existence of TT(S' ; t, R, 8) when s', t, R and 8 are given by (3) and
(4).

THEOKEM 2(a). Let p be an odd prime, and a > 2, and let X,t,R, Q and 0 all be prime to p.
Then the non-linear semi-special permutations on [p*], with principal number pp, are (i)

•nx = x+peX (I + C0 + ...+C0*-1) (mod p*),

for / ? < a - l , where w = l+Qpy (modp"-0), with y = l, ... , a - / J - l if 2j8^a, and y = a -2 /S ,
... , a - / 3 - l if 2|3<a, and (ii)

x-l

TTI = t, irx = tx+pl}R'£l(x- i)6*-1 (mod p>) (x > 2),
i

for P~^\a, where M l (modpe) and 6 = 1 + @p8 (modp'-P) with 8 = 1, ... , a -/?, and where t, R
and 0 are to be chosen properly [3, Theorems 5 and 6].

Using the previous notation, we may write the above theorem as

THEOREM 2(6). Let n -p", where p is an odd prime and a>2 , and let A, t, R, ii and 8 be

chosen as in Theorem 2(a). Then the non-linear semi-special permutations on [pa] are (i)

for p<a-l, with y = l, ... ,a jS-1 if 2]8>a, and y = a-2jS a - j 8 - l if 2j8<a, and (ii)

TT(PI>* ; t,R,l + 8p°),

for p*^%a, with 8 = 1, ... , a-fi.
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2. The Main Results.

We start by proving the following

THEOREM 3. Let the notation be as in Theorem 2(6), and let /J<a - 1. 'Then

nip?; A, 1 +Qp*) = 77(sp<»*; 1 + Ap", Mi, l+Qpv),

where j8* = /8 + y.

Proof. Suppose t ha t

7r( jJ*; A, l + i i p v ) = I T ( S ; t , R , 6);

then, by Theorem 1, we have
s = (Qpv, p«-") xp* = pP+r = pf>\

because Q is prime to p,
t = 1+Ap" (modp"),

and R = Mi, 9 = 1+iipy (mod p"?*).

I t remains to show that with these values of s, t, R and 6, conditions (5) and (6) are satisfied
identically. Here h is the order of t modulo s, where t = 1 + \p& (mod p") and 5 =pe ; also u
is defined modulo p*~P by th = 1 + up& (mod p°).

Now, since t = l+\p& (modp") and A is prime to p, it follows that h=py, and then
M = A(1 + UpP) (modpa~p ) for some integer U. Also

S f P V V p '" 1 (mod P"ht ^ = p(l

t-l i

= pfi+vT (modp'),

for some integer T. Condition (5) then requires that

is prime to p, which is already secured since A is prime to p [see Theorems 2(6) and 2(a)].
Moreover, condition (6) reduces to

A(l + Up*1) p* (l+Xpfij-Ap* {1 +A(1 + Up*) p*+l3} = 0 (mod p*'*'),

i.e. to

\pe*{U + \+ UXpt>-\ (1 + Up?) p*} = 0 (mod p'-?) (7)

Condition (7) is secured if
We now show that 2j8*>a. For if j8^ |a , we have 2j8* =2jS + 2y>2j8>a ; also when

]8<^a, y takes one of the values <x-2j3, ... , a - j 8 - l and thus 2/3*>a. Hence condition (6)
is, for all /3<a - 1, secured and the theorem is proved.

Theorem 3 leads at once to the following theorem.

THEOKEM 4. Let p be an odd prime and <x>2. Then the two classes of non-linear semi-

special permutations on [p*] are both non-empty. Moreover the first class is always a subclass of

the second.

When a = 2, the first class is empty and the second part of the theorem is trivial.
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